INTRODUCTION
YouTube is the most popular online video community in the United States and in the world (comScore, 2012; NielsenWire, 2012; DoubleClick, 2011) . Online video advertising, still a relatively new and promising concept (Plummer et al., 2007; DoubleClick, 2009) , is an essential part of Google 's monetization model for YouTube. In 2012, advertisements (including advertisements from more than 1,000 small advertisers every day) were shown on more than 3 billion YouTube views each week.
YouTube advertisements appear in a variety of contexts:
• as in-stream pre-rolls and overlays in videos that users watch,
• on the right-hand side of the video watch page,
• in search results, and
• on the home page.
One of the dominant video advertising formats on YouTube (and elsewhere online) is the simple in-stream video advertisement, in which a short video-much like a television commercial-is played prior to the user-selected video content. that allowed the user to skip directly to the desired video content after five seconds of viewing. Google sought to compare these "skippable" in-stream advertisements to the conventional (non-skippable) in-stream video advertising formats, using a new advertising effectiveness metric based on the propensity to search for terms related to advertising content. Google's findings indicated that skippable video advertisements may be as effective on a per-impression basis as traditional video advertisements. In addition, data from randomized experiments showed a strong implied viewer preference for the skippable advertisements. Taken together, these results suggest that formats like TrueView in-stream advertisements can improve the viewing experience for users without sacrificing advertising value for advertisers or content owners.
The viewing options raise a number of questions that can be broadly classified as "user happiness" and "advertising effectiveness"-considerations that usually are seen as inherently conflicting in nature:
• Does making in-stream advertisements skippable indeed reduce negative advertising impacts on users? And, second, how much more attractive is YouTube to users due to the transition to skippable advertisements?
• How does user engagement with instream advertisements differ for these two formats? And, second, for advertisers, do their advertisements gain or lose effectiveness when users are permitted to skip them?
In this study, the authors attempt to answer these questions by using data from randomized experiments run on YouTube.
They also take a deeper look at the new 
Formats holdback
The vast majority of YouTube advertisements on the watch page fall into one of the following categories:
• in-stream video advertisement (traditional or skippable);
• overlay text or image advertisement that appears in the lower center part of the player while a user is watching a video; or
• mid-page companion unit (MPU) that is a 300 × 250 display advertisement that appears to the right of a video player.
To assess the impact of one or a combination of these advertising formats on YouTube users, the authors ran a multiarm randomized controlled experiment (Tang et al., 2010) with the control group having all advertising formats enabled ("status quo") and the experimental groups having one, several, or all advertising formats disabled.
For example:
• Users in the "no-ads" experimental group would not get any of the aforementioned formats;
• users in the "overlay-only" group only would see overlays but no in-streams and MPUs; and As a result, each creative execution in the experiment had impressions in both traditional and skippable form; users in the experiment saw either the skippable or non-skippable versions but not both.
Benefits of Making in-Stream advertisements skippable
In an analysis of watch time gain relative to the status quo due to removing in-streams advertisements ("no in-stream" group) versus making them all skippable ("no standard in-stream" group), the authors found that completely removing in-stream advertisements resulted in roughly a 3.8-percent FOS Score (%)
Note: Each point represents a creative execution (with point size reflecting the impression count and, thus, its precision); the axes values correspond to the FOS score of the creative run as skippable or traditional in-stream. The black-dashed identity line serves as a "no-difference" reference, with points above it indicating that the group on the Y axis had higher FOS scores than the group on the X axis, and vice versa. The gray solid line represents the overall average difference between two groups, with dotted gray lines visualizing the 95-percent confidence interval. Both axes are on a logarithmic scale, and the relationship of type y = λ ⋅ x would appear as a line parallel to the identity line that is above (or below) it if λ is greater (or smaller) than one. In this comparison, the identity line almost exactly overlays the gray trend line and is well within its confidence intervals. Also, points that lie farther away from the identity line on both of its sides tend to be smaller, implying that they represent less accurate estimates of the FOS scores than those closer to or on the identity line. 
DIsCUssION
The results of the current study indicate that YouTube skippable in-stream advertisements deliver effectiveness comparable to the traditional in-stream format while reducing the negative impact of advertising on users.
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